Books in the Foxcroft Academy curriculum are not allowed

**Books Will NOT be accepted for graduation reading requirement**

(Updated 10/23/2023)

- Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
- To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
- The Things They Carry by Tim O’Brien
- Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
- 1984 by George Orwell
- Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
- Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain
- Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
- Bless me Ultima by Rodolfo Anaya
- As I Lay dying by William Faulkner
- Native Son by Richard Wright
- Handmaids Tale by Margaret Atwood
- Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
- Moby Dick by Herman Melville

**No Shakespeare** done all 4 years

- Night by Elie Wiesel
- Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens
- Great Expectations by Charles Dickens
- The Stranger by Albert Camus
- Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
- Walden by Henry David Thoreau
- Persepolis 1 and 2 by Marjane Satrapi
- Farewell to Arms by Ernest Hemingway
- Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
- Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger
- A Separate Peace by John Knowles
- Lord of the Flies by William Golding
- Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury
- Old Man and the Sea by Ernest Hemingway
- Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde
- Animal Farm by George Orwell
- The Odyssey by Homer
- Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte
- Cats Cradle by Kurt Vonnegut
- Plainsong by Kent Haruf
- The Crucible by Arthur Miller
- Absolutely True Diary of a Part Time Indian by Sherman Alexie
The Martian Chronicles by Ray Bradbury
Bread Givers by Anzia Yezierska
Call of the Wild by Jack London
Their Eyes were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston
The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde
**The Hunger Games series** by Susan Collins
*Any of the Harry Potter Series* by J.K. Rowling
Friday Night Lights by H.G. Bissinger
The Natural by Bernard Malamud
End Zone by Don Delillo
A Sand County Almanac by Aldo Leopold
Maus I & II by Art Spiegelman
Someone Like you by Sarah Dessen
Slaughterhouse Five by Kurt Vonnegut
The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
Wizard of Earthsea by Ursala Le Guin
Life of Pi by Yann Martel
Jonathan Livingston Seagull by Richard Bach
House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
Into the wild by Jon Krakauer
One Flew over the cuckoo’s meat by Ken Kesey
Repunzel’s Reveng by Shannon Hale
Watchmen by Alan Moore
The Magic Fish by Trung Le Nguyen
The Called us Enemy by George Takie
Do Androids dream of Electric Sheep/Blade Runner by Philip K. Dick
Ready Player One by Ernest Cline
Purple Hibiscus by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Born a Crime by Trevor Noah
The Anthropocene Reviewed by John Green
The World’s Wife by Carol Ann Duffy
Medea by Euripides
A Passage to India by E.M.Forrester
White Teeth By Zadie Smith
The Element written by Ken Robinson